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1. Peter pays the temple tax with two coins from the
mouth of one of these.
5. List of one's ancestry.
12. Mt claims that Jesus came not to abolish this, but
to fulfill it.
13. The kingdom of heaven is like this.
15. In Mt, they are more favorably portrayed than in
Mk.
16. Mt mentions that Jesus' face turned a "radiant
white" when this happened.
17. Mt lists six of these, each beginning, "You have
heard it said..."
18. Parable that ends with, "Many are called, but few
are chosen."
21. Exile mentioned in Mt's genealogy.
22. Jesus tells John to baptize him "in order to fulfill all
___."
23. Only Mt mentions her dream about Jesus.
25. Mt is the only gospel to claim that Pilate did this.
27. "You cannot serve God and ____."
28. Jesus tells the disciples not to go into one of their
towns.
30. Name given to the place where Judas died.
32. Mt's genealogy is this, which makes the reference
to five women unusual.
34. Only in Mt's version of the Lord's Supper does
Jesus claim that his blood will be shed for this.
36. In Mt, there are three.
37. One of the sources used by Mt to write his gospel.
38. List of spiritualized blessings found at the
beginning of the Sermon on the Mount.
40. Only Mt mentions how much he was paid to betray
Jesus.
42. Mt does not mention that Joseph of Arimathea was
a member of this.
45. He's never lowered through a roof in Mt.
47. Only Mt mentions one of these happening when
Jesus died.
50. He first recognized the synoptic problem, and
proposed a solution to it.
54. "Wife of Uriah" mentioned in Mt's genealogy.
56. Micah predicted the Messiah would be born here.
58. Symbol for the land of Israel or Kingdom of God in
Jesus' parables and the OT.
62. Mt suggests that Jesus chose not to work miracles
here, not that he was unable.
64. Mt does this to characters in some stories, to
provide witnesses.
67. Mt traces Jesus' genealogy back to him.
68. Means to "see with the same eye."
69. German for "source."
70. "An evil and unfaithful generation seeks a sign, but
no sign will be given it except the sign of ____."
71. In Mt's infancy narrative, Jesus must come out of
this nation to begin his mission.
72. In Mt (and Lk), Jesus claims that the apostles will
sit on twelve of these when the Son of Man comes.
75. Only Mt claims that Judas died this way.
79. Mt mentions that when the disciples worshiped
Jesus, they sometimes also did this.
81. One of the women mentioned in Mt's genealogy;
remembered for her scarlet ribbon.
82. English form of a Greek word that means "rock."
83. Most of the first five chapters of Mt is intended to
portray Jesus as a prophet like him.
84. In Mt, Jesus tells his disciples not to take this
name; in Mk, it was the title most commonly used
for Jesus.
85. Expensive oil used to anoint bodies for burial.

2. Color of the cloak placed on Jesus by the Roman
soldiers in Mt.
3. Only Mt mentions these astrologers, but he doesn't say
how many.
4. One of two derogatory terms for Gentiles in Mt.
6. In Mt, the essence of the "law and the prophets."
7. Peter receives these after confessing Jesus as Messiah.
8. Only Mt and Lk have one.
9. Mt Chapters 5-7.
10. Unique teaching of Jesus with no parallel in rabbinic
literature.
11. Being Jewish, Mt considers this more reverent than
"Kingdom of God."
14. Do not throw these before swine.
19. Dealing with the "end times," like Mt 24-25.
20. One of two derogatory terms for Gentiles in Mt.
21. Both Jesus and John refer to the Pharisees as this.
24. Mt's version of this is the most memorable.
26. Technically, he was "king of the Jews" when Jesus was
born.
29. City from which Mt is traditionally believed to have
been written.
31. Though "constricted," it "leads to life."
33. The use of numbers with symbolic significance;
characteristic of Mt.
35. Incense burned during ritual sacrifices in the temple.
39. In Mt, Jesus states that divorce is permissible when a
marriage is this.
41. Jesus laments this city's rejection of the prophets that
have been sent to her.
43. One of the women mentioned in Mt's genealogy; A
book of the OT is named after her.
44. Jesus' primary opponents in Mt, although his teachings
are similar to theirs.
46. "If your eye is sound, your whole body will be filled
with ____."
48. Herod's massacre of the infants fulfilled an oracle from
this prophet.
49. In Mk, she's a Syrophoenician. In Mt, she's this.
51. Means "God is with us."
52. High priest who oversaw Jesus' trial before the
sanhedrin.
53. "Wherever the corpse is, there the ____ will gather."
55. In Mt, Jesus says to pray that the tribulation does not
happen in winter or on this day.
57. Mt is the only gospel to use this word, which indicates
the time in which the gospel was written.
59. "Foxes have dens and birds of the sky have nests, but
the ____ has nowhere to rest his head."
60. In Mt, "Levi" is changed to this.
61. A blending of gospel stories, like most movie versions
of Jesus' life.
63. In Mk, all of Jesus' dying words are recorded in
Aramaic. In Mt, part of them are in this language.
65. In Mk, he's a Gerasene. In Mt, he's this.
66. City where Pharisaic Jews met to determine the future
of Judaism after the destruction of the temple.
73. Only Mt mentions that they were raised from the dead
and entered the holy city when Jesus died.
74. "I have come not to bring peace but the ____."
76. Only Mt mentions that they were bribed to lie about
Jesus' resurrection.
77. Gift symbolic of kingship.
78. Mt says he was a carpenter whereas Mk says Jesus
was.
80. One of the women mentioned in Mt's genealogy; she
seduced her father-in-law.

